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Thermally Modified Premium Wood Siding
The warm look and feel of natural wood without the problems!
EternaClad is coated on (4) sides with Cutek to reduce surface checking and cracking. EcoVantage recommends
a second coat of Cutek with an oil based U.V. protectant stain to reduce greying over time. EcoVantage does not
endorse, warranty or recommend any specific coating manufacturer. However, Cutek has proven to reduce surface
checking and cracking. Applying a second coat of Cutek with an oil-based UV protectant coating will yield the best
results (without oil based UV protectant, wood will grey over time).
EcoVantage offers pre-staining as a custom service!
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EternaClad™

Premium Wood Siding
For ages mankind has enjoyed the beauty and warmth of wood, especially in the construction of our
homes. Early settlers used for both the structure and the exterior. For generations we have enjoyed
the beauty and warmth associated with the log cabin. Wood is a material that is both aesthetically
appealing and endlessly practical. It is also our only naturally renewable construction resource.
The natural beauty and versatility of wood are

around the world experimented with the Vikings

fundamental to its universal popularity. When

process. They began integrating modern technology

properties such as high strength, light weight and

into the process by blending heat and steam.

good insulation are required, wood becomes the

During the last 20 years, the process of thermally

ideal choice for many applications. It is sad though
that these compelling attributes are offset by the
susceptibility of wood to deterioration, especially
when exposed to the natural elements.

modifying wood to improve its durability and
dimensional stability has been perfected! By using
a proprietary formula of heat and steam, natural
wood is modified,without any chemicals, to provide

Historically the use of tropical hardwoods and the

long term durability and improved dimensional

application of toxic chemicals to nondurable woods

stability. With performance credentials and extensive

have provided a partial solution to the problem.

research this material is now available in the U.S.

However, the wood’s dimensional stability is not

EcoVantage, LLC takes our wood and shapes into a

improved and toxins create a hazard for humans and
the environment.
If an alternative existed which was sourced from
renewable forests, had zero toxicity, provided
dimensional stability, long term durability, and provided
a long term warranty, a perfect siding material would
have been found.

variety of EternaClad siding products.
No other product can provide both the aesthetic
beauty of natural wood with the peace of mind that
EternaClad and EcoVantage can!
EternaClad comes in a variety of sizes and shapes to
provide a wide variety of looks and designs.
Enjoy the simple old fashion German Lap design or
the more sophisticated modern look of Ship Lap or the
more common Tongue and Groove. Which ever style
you choose you will have confidence and peace of
mind knowing you

phone
Call today and learn how you can
benefit from having EternaClad
Premium Wood Siding!

Long ago the Vikings learned the secret to the this
perfect wood material. Their secret involved exposing
the wood to fire. During the 1980s, groups of scientists

